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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An administrator is working with VMware Support and Is asked to provide log bundles for the ESXI hosts in an environment.

h three options Joes the administrator have? (Choose three.)

Options: 
A) Generate a combined log bundle for all ESXI hosts using the vCenter Management Interface.

B) Generate a separate log bundle for each ESXI host using the vSphere Host Client.

C) Generate a combined log bundle for all ESXI hosts using the vSphere Client.

D) Generate a separate log bundle for each ESXI host using the vSphere Client.

E) Generate a separate log bundle for each ESXI host using the vCenter Management Interface.

F) Generate a combined log bundle for all ESXi hosts using the vSphere Host Client.

Answer: 
B, C, D



Explanation: 
Option B, C and D are correct because they are valid methods to generate log bundles for individual or multiple ESXi hosts using

different interfaces. Option A and E are incorrect because they are not possible options to generate log bundles for all ESXi hosts using

the vCenter Management Interface. Option F is incorrect because it is not possible to generate a combined log bundle for all ESXi hosts

using the vSphere Host Client. Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-

vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.troubleshooting.doc/GUID-9A94C3D1-38A4-4A5F-AFE7-8CDBE8D6D988.html

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An administrator is responsible for the management of a VMware vCenter instance that is currently experience performance issues. The

administrator quickly identifies that the CPU and memory utilization of vCenter is consistently over 90%. Upon further analysis, it seems

that the vpxd process is contributing significantly to the performance issue.

A combination of which four steps should the administrator take to resolve the performance issues and ensure that a similar issue can

be rectified without required downtime to vCenter moving forward? (Choose four.)

Options: 
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A) Gracefully shut down vCenter using the vSphere Client.

B) Enable CPU Hot add on the vCenter virtual machine.

C) Power on the vCenter Server Appliance using the vSphere Host Client.

D) Add a additional CPU and memory to the vCenter Server Appliance.

E) Enable CPU an Memory Hot add on the vCenter virtual machine.

F) Add a additional CPU and memory to the vCenter Server Appliance.

Answer: 
A, C, D, E

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

f\n administrator needs to provide encryption for workloads within an existing vSphere cluster. The following requirements must be met:

* Workloads should be encrypted at rest.

* Encrypted workloads must automatically be encrypted during transit.

* Encryption should not require any specific hardware.



What should the administrator configure to meet these requirements?

Options: 
A) Encrypted vSphere vMotion

B) Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) Secure Boot

C) Host Encryption

D) VM Encryption

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
The feature that should be configured to provide encryption for workloads within an existing vSphere cluster without requiring any

specific hardware is VM Encryption, which allows encrypting VMs at rest and during vMotion.

Question 4



Question Type: MultipleChoice

An administrator notices a Fibre Channel adapter in an ESXi host has been experiencing inconsistent connectivity states

Which trigger can be used to quickly identify the issue and alert the administrator so that the issue can be resolved?

Options: 
A) Host Connection Lost

B) Lost Network Path Redundancy

C) Lost Network Connectivity

D) Lost Storage Connectivity

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
Complicated, the question does not comment on whether the path is redundant, if not redundant the correct answer would be D, but if

we take into account good practices, the FC would be redundant.

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2014553

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2014553


Book course: 6-23 Fibre Channel SAN Components Using SAN switches, you can set up path redundancy to address any path failures

from host server to switch, or from storage array to switch. 6-25 Multipathing with Fibre Channel By default, ESXi hosts use only one

path from a host to a given LUN at any one time. If the path actively being used by the ESXi host fails, the server selects another

available path.

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An administrator has a requirement to revert a running virtual machine to a previous snapshot after a failed attempt to upgrade an

application. When the administrator originally took the snapshot, the following choices in the Take Snapshot dialog were made:

* Snapshot the virtual machine's memory = false

* Quiesce guest file system = false

What will be the result of the administrator selecting the 'Revert to Latest Snapshot' option to return the virtual machine to a previous

snapshot?

Options: 



A) The virtual machine will be restored to the parent snapshot in a powered on state.

B) The virtual machine will be restored to the parent snapshot in a powered off state.

C) The virtual machine will be restored to the child snapshot in a powered off state.

D) The virtual machine will be restored to the child snapshot in a powered on state.

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
The result of selecting ''Revert to Latest Snapshot'' option to return a VM without memory snapshot or quiesced guest file system is that

it will be restored to its parent snapshot in a powered off state.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An administrator notices a Fibre Channel adapter in an ESXi host has been experiencing inconsistent connectivity states

Which trigger can be used to quickly identify the issue and alert the administrator so that the issue can be resolved?



Options: 
A) Host Connection Lost

B) Lost Network Path Redundancy

C) Lost Network Connectivity

D) Lost Storage Connectivity

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
Complicated, the question does not comment on whether the path is redundant, if not redundant the correct answer would be D, but if

we take into account good practices, the FC would be redundant.

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2014553

Book course: 6-23 Fibre Channel SAN Components Using SAN switches, you can set up path redundancy to address any path failures

from host server to switch, or from storage array to switch. 6-25 Multipathing with Fibre Channel By default, ESXi hosts use only one

path from a host to a given LUN at any one time. If the path actively being used by the ESXi host fails, the server selects another

available path.

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2014553


Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An administrator is working with VMware Support and Is asked to provide log bundles for the ESXI hosts in an environment.

h three options Joes the administrator have? (Choose three.)

Options: 
A) Generate a combined log bundle for all ESXI hosts using the vCenter Management Interface.

B) Generate a separate log bundle for each ESXI host using the vSphere Host Client.

C) Generate a combined log bundle for all ESXI hosts using the vSphere Client.

D) Generate a separate log bundle for each ESXI host using the vSphere Client.

E) Generate a separate log bundle for each ESXI host using the vCenter Management Interface.

F) Generate a combined log bundle for all ESXi hosts using the vSphere Host Client.

Answer: 
B, C, D



Explanation: 
Option B, C and D are correct because they are valid methods to generate log bundles for individual or multiple ESXi hosts using

different interfaces. Option A and E are incorrect because they are not possible options to generate log bundles for all ESXi hosts using

the vCenter Management Interface. Option F is incorrect because it is not possible to generate a combined log bundle for all ESXi hosts

using the vSphere Host Client. Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-

vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.troubleshooting.doc/GUID-9A94C3D1-38A4-4A5F-AFE7-8CDBE8D6D988.html
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